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The bland appearance of unadorned nineteenth-century newspapers belies the passions within. No matter how passionate they might be, however, no matter how unique the situation might appear, people returned time and again to key words to express themselves. The subjects people wrote about, the words they habitually paired, the ideals they named, the slurs they cast-all bore strong patterns. Those patterns are as distinct as fingerprints.
The availability of newspapers in digital form offers the opportunity to explore public opinion with a thoroughness and precision impossible just a few years ago. the Valley of the Shadow newspapers also characterized major publications of both the Union and the Confederacy. .) Northerners talked of "rebels" and Southerners talked of the "enemy," but otherwise white Northerners and white Southerners spoke in remarkably consistent and similar vocabularies. In some ways, Northern Republicans and Northern Democrats differed from one another more than Northerners and Southerners did.
Extending our view across the entire era of the war, from 1859 to 1870, reveals that issues of governance and race became dominant as soon as the war ended. During the Figure 1(a) . The words most commonly used in articles that contain the word "people" in the two Northern papers in the Valley of the Shadow Project, April 1861 through April 1865. The larger a word appears on these lists, the more frequently the word appears in each newspaper. Lincoln's America 2.0 war, Democrats invoked "negroes" over and over again, especially at election time and especially as the end of slavery became ever clearer. Republicans spoke positively of black soldiers, but they did not dwell on slavery or black people until the war had been won and Lincoln reelected. At war's end, the language of race exploded and concerns with "negroes" proliferated, with most of the concern focused on black voting and with Democrats doing most of the talking (For a graphical representation of this trend, go to http:// www.journalofamericanhistory.org/ayers.html).
These brief sketches of the patterns of language in the Civil War era show us how digital tools can throw patterns into stark relief. A different set of tools allows us to explore voting, the other major index of public opinion in the Civil War era. Here, too, the Web permits people to examine detailed evidence for themselves. Through the Digital Scholarship Lab Web site, one can compare every election in the United States from 1840 to 2004 from several perspectives: by electoral college vote, by population density, by county, by party, by turnout, and by margin of victory. Exploring the election of 1864 from those angles reinforces the impression of complexity and division evident in the language of the era. Lincoln won 55 percent of the vote in that election, a landslide in American politics, especially in the closely contested nineteenth century. But that result nevertheless meant that nearly half of all voters in the North refused to support the president even in the desperation of wartime, even after the Gettysburg Address, Gen. William T. Sherman's victory in Atlanta, and Gen. Philip H. Sheridan's burning of the Shenandoah Valley. Though the election signaled that the North under Lincoln would fight until Confederate surrender, Lincoln's overall share of the vote had barely changed between 1860 and 1864. Even with all the power of patronage and vast government spending at his command, even in the middle of an enormous war commanding the loyalty of an immense army, Lincoln began his second term with nearly half the electorate opposed to him. Across the North, in one county after another, Lincoln won by only a small majority of the electorate. He remained president because the Electoral College created a convincing mandate from a narrow popular difference, just as it was designed to do. He won because the two-party system suppressed fragmentation and dissent and because fixed election cycles prevented his opponents from seizing moments of despair and crisis to launch challenges to him. (See figure 3.) White Northerners, then, judging from both the language they used and the votes they cast, disagreed with each other as much at the end of the war as at the beginning. Lincoln pushed a reluctant white majority toward black freedom. As Frederick Douglass would write a decade later, "measuring him by the sentiment of his country, a sentiment he was bound as a statesman to consult, he was swift, zealous, radical, and determined." 4 Many white Republicans, both soldiers on the field and voters at home, came to understand slavery more fully as they saw the institution in person and as they witnessed black soldiers' bravery. White advocates for black freedom, however, did not dominate public discourse in the North; their heroism grew by action and by personal commitment, often in the face of hostility, ridicule, and indifference.
The detail and context provided by these digital tools complement the rich perspective that has emerged in the voluminous writing Matthew Pinsker has analyzed. Abraham
